Build for the next
generation, build
strong... Build Behlen.

Curvet™
Outstanding Quality and Value
The Behlen Curvet™ is perfect for farmers, ranchers, or anyone looking for an
economical approach to store equipment in a building with superior strength
and the ability to stand strong against the elements. The building’s rugged
S-Span™ design is clean, open, and free of interior columns. The Curvet™
has proven itself as a vital building across the country.

Features
• Made from durable 18 or 20 gauge steel, providing outstanding strength
• Grain storage Curvets allow grain to be filled to 10' high against side
walls and 9' high against endwalls, without rods or braces

• Loading hatches can be located along the top of the building to make
filling a simple operation

• Can be easily expanded for additional storage
• Standard bottom rolling slide doors open with ease and operate on large
diameter wheels

• All slide doors have 3" roll formed panels

Available Door Sizes
• 16'-10" wide X 14' tall
• 23'-8" wide X 14' tall
• Larger sizes available*
• *16' tall doors are available on 60' and 68' wide Curvets only
• Larger 44' wide X 14' tall and 30'-6" wide X 16' tall slide doors are
available for the 68' Curvet only

DIMENSIONS
Width

Height

Height 3' from Sidewall Base

51'

17'-5"

4'-11"

60'

20'-0"

4'-11"

68'

23'-0"

5'-2"

Mastic between all panel
joints and foam sealer at the
base provide a protective
barrier against moisture and
wind.
All panels
are fastened together with
large 3/8”
dia. bolts
that will not
work loose
with heat,
cold or
vibration.
Panel connections,
footings, and sealers are
designed for tight fit and long
life. All panels are fastened
together with plated 3/8”
diameter bolts.

Rancher

A Versatile Open Front Building

Constructed from super duty 20 gauge steel, the Behlen Rancher is strong enough to withstand most anything
that the elements or a cow herd can dish out. The Rancher is perfect for those looking to provide an inexpensive
method of cover and storage.

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Galvanized 20 gauge steel
Low cost protection for your valuable hay,
livestock, or machinery
A livestock shelter that can really take abuse
Maintenance-free for a lifetime of service
No place for birds to roost
Bolts together for easy assembly

Dimensions
• 35'-8" x 62'-5' with two bays at 31' or three
bays at 20'

• Greater lengths are available
Special Header Design
• 13'-10" Clear
• No place for birds to roost

Goes up fast

S-Span™
Bolts Together for Easy Assembly
Designed with clear-span capability and space efficiency, Behlen S-Span buildings are built with heavy gauge
steel to withstand more weather extremes and general abuse than conventional construction. Protect your
valuable assets with a professional grade building that combines rugged good looks with affordable pricing.

Experience
The Behlen name is renowned in Rural America for providing quality steel building systems, made by craftsmen, with a heritage that dates back more than 75
years. We are “The GOOD IRON People” and it shows
in every building – every time. Behlen buildings have
met the needs of farmers, ranchers, grain storage facilities, and ag businesses by standing up to the elements
and serving as an essential part of their operations from
one generation to the next.

Value
A Behlen building maintains its value, integrity and
strength. All steel construction provides greater stability
than a wood frame structure. Behlen buildings are built
to last.

Behlen Builders
Authorized Behlen builders must be experienced and
held in high regard by the construction industry to meet
our qualifications. They are the best of the best and can
help you get the greatest return for your investment.
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Building Systems
Look: www.behlenbuildingsystems.com

Call: 1.800.228.0340

Visit: 4025 E. 23rd St., Columbus, NE 68601

